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“Press forward. Do not stop, do not linger in your journey, but strive for the mark set before you.”
—George Whitefield

CTN Hosts Fifth Annual Transfer Motivational Conference
The Fifth Annual Transfer Motivational Conference, sponsored by UT Division of Diversity and Community
Engagement, the Bank of America, the Meadows Foundation and Greater Texas Foundation, was held at the
University of Texas on June 6-8. Over 60 students and their sponsors from Austin Community College, San
Antonio Community College, South Texas College and Palo Alto Community College attended the conference.
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The conference began Thursday evening after check-in at Jester Hall with the students moving to the Al Kiva
room in the Sanchez building and being grouped in mixed-campus familias for loteria. Winners received prizes
consisting of mixed items donated from the various campuses.

Students place beans on their cards in loteria.

Trevino hopes to win.

Friday morning before breakfast, students gathered for an opening activity called Leveraging Cultural Capital.
Then they had breakfast in Jester’s dining hall and walked to the classroom in the UTC building where they were
greeted by students holding a banner created by STC students with the message “Si Se Puede.” First on the
agenda was a welcome from Dr. Chavez and a visit from Milagros Lopez, director of institutional partnerships in
the UT Division of Diversity and Community Engagement (DDCE), who shared the story of her educational
journey and the obstacles she faced and overcame. She also brought UT pens for the students.

Students listen in Leveraging Cultural Capital.

The welcoming committee

M. Lopez and Dr. Chavez

Jeffrey Mayo, Senior Academic Program Coordinator from UT, spoke to the students about challenges they might
face as transfer students and how to overcome them by using academic support services, getting involved in their
favorite activities and discovering new interests which could lead to lifelong friendships. He told them about the
Transfer Club on campus set up specifically for transfer students.
Following a short break, Debra McBeath and Anna Alaniz presented a session on career readiness and soft skills.
The session began with a definition of career readiness as well as the difference between hard skills and soft skills.
Students then identified the soft skills they presently have and what soft skills they might need in their future
career. They also brainstormed ways to obtain the skills they do not have.
After lunch, Dr. Alaniz from STC led the familias in a team builder that asked them to build a tower with straws.
The winning team won prizes.
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Jeffrey Mayo

Students listen to Mayo’s information. Students discuss the soft skills needed for their careers.

Students work in familias to create their tower from straws.

The winning team

After lunch Debra McBeath introduced the conference keynote speaker, Dr. Victor Saenz. Dr. Saenz is Chair of
the Department of Educational Administration at UT. He is also the founder of the award-winning initiative called
Project MALES and a former board member for CTN. His presentation titled “Reframing Your Narrative” began
with reasons why narratives are important in our lives. He asked participants to introduce themselves to someone
they did not know and share something about themselves. He continued with advice about creating their future
narrative, such as not letting others define their narrative and being willing to dream. He ended with advice and a
quote from Theodore Roosevelt to “be in the arena.”

Students listen as Dr. Saenz makes his presentation titled “Reframing Your Narrative.”

Students introduce themselves.
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Following a break with door prizes, Mike Guinn, a renowned African-American performance poet and director
and lead facilitator at Uplift Your Life, asked for volunteers to play Simon Says as a way to illustrate good
listening skills. In his “Becoming a Super Hero” Creative Writing Workshop, he took participants through a
writing activity exploring the “super hero inside.” These writings would later be shared at the Student Showcase.

M. Guinn tells his story. Last two in Simon Says Writing about the super hero inside

ABC competition

Before group photos, Debra McBeath and Stacy Ybarra shared with the students ways to keep connected with
each other and CTN. These included the newsletter, the wiki, CTN’s facebook and website. Students were also
informed of CTN’s internship opportunities, including this fall’s journalism internship with Julia Preston as a
mentor.
The “Becoming a Super Hero” Student Showcase Friday evening was held in the Al Kiva room in the Sanchez
building. Students were asked to share what they had written in the workshop earlier. Guinn also created a poem
with words the participants gave him.

Students share their writing in the “Becoming a Super Hero” Student Showcase.
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After breakfast Saturday morning, the second day of the conference began with Dr. Chavez’s presentation
covering the national picture of educational attainment for underserved students and the importance of transferring
and striving towards advanced degrees. She shared the powerful story about her life and her educational journey,
including the obstacles she faced and how she overcame them.

Chavez shares info.

Participants listen to Dr. Chavez.

The panel responds to an answer. Lydia moderates.

Next the alumni panel consisting of Marco Espinoza, Adolfo Pecina and Manuel Gonzalez from STC, Veronica
Gonzalez, Edward Rodriguez, Alexis Fabian and Juan Higa from PAC, and Cloe Llanos from ACC shared how
the CTN program had benefitted them and offered advice on how to overcome challenges and succeed beyond
community college. The next session was led by Dr. Alaniz and Juan Higa. They covered how to start a club on
campus as well as how clubs can be used to foster volunteerism, social justice work, and fund raisers. They also
stressed the benefits of being in the club and serving as officers. Next there was a short break with door prizes
followed by a team builder in which groups were asked to again build a tower, this time with spaghetti plus a
marshmallow on top.

Dr. Alaniz and Juan Higa present info on clubs. STC alumni work on their tower.

Students work on their towers.

Putting the marshmallow on top

Displaying their finished tower

The next presentation by Debra McBeath was about connecting community needs with individuals’ talents,
students were asked to get in campus groups, think about the needs of their community or campus and match their
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talents with those needs. They were instructed to come up with ideas/plans to take back to their campus and were
told that one of those needs had to be how to promote transfer on their campus. Students ended the conference
with their presentations.

Students work on matching their campus needs with their talents to create plans to take back and implement in the fall.

Students from Austin Community College, STC-Pecan Campus, and Palo Alto College present their action plans.

Students from STC-Starr Campus, San Antonio Community College, and STC-Mid Valley Campus present their ideas.

Final activities for the conference included taking a survey, handing out certificates and sharing a last meal.

Alumni, students, and instructors receive certificates.

ACC enjoys last lunch together.
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Palo Alto and San Antonio Colleges

Austin Community Colleges

South Texas Colleges

Students Share Thoughts on Motivational Conference
Survey Comments
“What I liked most was getting so much information about transferring, being able to experience being in a dorm,
and acting as a familia.”
Not only did they motivate us to strive for that degree and to not give up, but we also got to meet other people
from the same program but different communities. We got to explore the beauty of Austin and make friends!”
“How awesome it was to experience such a life changing program that offers it ALL!”
“I loved how inspirational all of the speakers were.”
“I liked the peer interaction and team building activities.”
“I like that we were informed about how to transfer to UT, what it takes, how to get in. I also liked the fact that
we were able to roam around Austin.”
“I like that we all worked together and got to collaborate as a family.”
“I liked most the experience of being around students with great ambitions to continue their education.”

CTN Alumni Share Wisdom with Current Students at Conference
One of the highlights of CTN’s 5th annual Student Transfer Motivational Conference was a panel of CTN alumni,
many of whom have not only completed the program but graduated with associate’s and bachelor’s degrees. The
panel included Palo Alto College’s Veronica Gonzalez, Alexis Fabian, Edward Rodriguez, and Juan Higa; South
Texas College’s Manuel Gonzalez, Adolfo Pecina, and Marco Espinoza; and Austin Community College’s Cloe
Llanos. Moderator Lydia CdeBaca asked the panelists about why they decided to pursue college, what challenges
they had faced in their first years and beyond, how the Catch the Next program influenced them, and what advice
they would give to the current cohort of CTN students.
Each panelist offered important insights into their motivations and their college experiences. Many discussed the
challenges that come with being non-traditional students and balancing family life and, often, full-time work with
the demands of going to college. A recurring bit of advice from the panel was to accept failure and to learn from
it as a way to learn how you work best and how best to manage your time.
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Another repeated theme was that of connections. Many spoke of the number of times they would reach out to
their mentors, counselors, advisors, and professors for advice, recommendations, or just someone to listen to
them, even after they had graduated from the community college. They spoke to the care and respect their CTN
familia had instilled in them.
Finally, all shared insightful advice for the new class of CTN students. They encouraged students to take
advantage of the support and motivation that the
Ascender program provides in the first year, to stay
connected with the networks of support the program
offers, to maintain integrity, and to stay grateful for the
opportunities a higher education provides. Keeping
these values in view, they noted, will offer a pathway
to success, whatever obstacles are placed in your path.

(Left) Alumni M. Gonzalez, J. Higa, A. Fabian, V.
Gonzalez, E. Rodriguez, C. Llanos, M. Espinoza and A.
Pecina

Catch the Next Board of Directors Holds First Tri-Annual Meeting
Non-profit organizations such as Catch the Next play an important role in promoting a strong civil society in local
communities. “They raise awareness of social issues and advocate for change, empowering local communities to
develop new programs to meet their own needs.” They also build “social capital by providing a way for
participants to build relationships and make connections based on their values, behaviors and beliefs.”
(https://www.missionbox.com)

For a non-profit to function well, it must have a strong board made up of people who have a passion for the
organization’s mission and who bring to the board a lot of their own knowledge and expertise. Catch the Next’s
2019-2020 Board of Directors certainly meets that criteria.
Following registration and lunch, the CTN Board held their first tri-annual meeting on June 6th at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel in Austin. The meeting started with introductions of new board members, the executive committee
and committee chairs, which was followed by reports from the finance, fundraising and program committees. The
board also heard from a panel of alumni and current students.

Board members enjoy lunch.

Alumni and current students answer questions.

Dr. Cook speaks to the board.
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CTN to Create Online Anthology of Culturally Relevant Resources
Catch the Next is embarking on a new project to address the lack of culturally relevant, open educational resources
(OER) in the creative commons. Open educational resources, or “OER”, are free and openly licensed educational
materials that can be used for teaching, learning, research, and other purposes. Currently, while many authors and
scholars are now choosing to open license their work as a matter of equity and access, there remains a need for
materials that reflect diverse views and experiences. As such, CTN is compiling essays, creative fiction and nonfiction, original research, and artwork to be part of an online anthology that can be accessed in classrooms around
the world to address this need.
We are seeking interviews, poetry, short fiction, visual art, essays, and original scholarship from writers, authors,
scholars, and students. The work must be original and previously unpublished (or otherwise already published
under a creative commons license). A manuscript is considered previously published if another work exists with
any/all of the following: the same title, the same opening paragraph, and/or 25 percent or more of the same
content. If you are unsure of the copyright on a particular work that you are willing to share, get in touch with us
and we can help verify its suitability for the project.
Additionally, if you are aware of texts that were published before 1924 that would meet the needs of this
anthology, please let us know as these will likely not be subject to copyright and can be included.
Our ultimate aim is to create a genuine alternative to costly traditional anthologies and a resource that will allow
faculty and students the freedom to engage with culturally relevant texts in meaningful and dynamic ways. We
believe strongly that students benefit from reading works by authors whose experiences and expression they
identify with and that your voice is a valuable one in conveying this spirit.
Submission Guidelines
Please email any submissions to allegra.villarreal@catchthenext.org, in docx, rtf, or Googledoc (gdoc) format.
You can also send URLs (links) if the text already exists online. Please clearly indicate the author’s full name,
title and the license you would like to be published under (contact Allegra for more information). If no license
preference is indicated, all works will be published under a “CC BY ND” license which means that the work can
be distributed for free but cannot be adapted or altered in any way after publication.
All submitted manuscripts will be reviewed by CTN staff who will make recommendations to accept the
submission without revisions, accept the submission with revisions, invite the author to revise and resubmit, or,
in some cases, may be rejected as unsuitable for the project.

Teaching and Learning for Student Success Webinars
No July Webinar - Enjoy Your Summer Break!
Please join us for our next TLFSS Monthly Webinar on August 15th, 2019 at 3:00pm CST
Register Here for the 2019-2020 Webinar Series
____________________________________________________________
Stay tuned to Facebook and Twitter for more updates and information for a smooth webinar experience. If you
have any questions, please contact Lydia CdeBaca lydia.cdebaca@catchthenext.org
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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June Webinar Offers Culturally Relevant Resources
for New & Experienced Faculty
A huge thank you to all who joined us for “Cultural Relevance Redux: Resources, Lessons, and Assignments,”
in which CTN English faculty Drs. Rafael Castillo and Lydia CdeBaca extended their discussion of the theoretical
underpinnings of cultural relevance from the Summer Summit to include practical applications for the classroom.
Dr. Castillo presented on two books that he uses in his INRW and English Composition courses, Bryan
Stevenson’s Just Mercy and Ta-Nahesi Coates’ Between the World and Me. Presenting guiding discussion
questions and an assignment in which students team-create PowerPoint presentations as “experts” on a chapter
from each text, Dr. Castillo also discussed the ways in which these lessons and assignments can be used in other
disciplines such as Learning Frameworks or Math. Dr. CdeBaca also presented two assignments aimed at
validating students’ experience and creating a student-centered course: cultural readership journals and
autoethnographies. Both assignments were selected as examples of work that can bridge a variety of disciplines
and scaffolded so that faculty teams crosswalk curricula.
______________________________________________________________
In case you missed it or would like to review the resources, the webinar recording can be accessed here:
https://youtu.be/fSFkdliE8b4 and all resources are available in the “Webinar Resources and Materials” folder
under “Professional Development” on the CTN Wiki.
For this and all past monthly webinar installments, check out our Teaching and Learning for Student Success
Monthly Webinar playlist on the Catch the Next YouTube Channel.

Two CTN Colleges Earn Excelencia in Education’s Seal of Excellence
Two CTN Colleges, South Texas College and Austin Community College, have earned Excelencia in Education’s
Seal of Excellence. Excelencia in Education recognized academic institutions that
have earned a new national and
comprehensive certification for intentionally serving Latino students and for
demonstrating positive student outcomes. These institutions enrolled and graduated
about 5% of all Latino students and directly contributed to
helping meet national degree completion goals. Another CTN college, Palo Alto
Community College, was selected as a finalist for the seal.
(Left) STC receives the Seal of Excellence

Doran and Saenz Publish in Journal of Applied Research for Community Colleges
Erin Doran, CTN Director of Research and Evaluation, and Victor Saenz, former CTN Board
member and Chair of the Department of Educational Administration at UT, along with two
other authors recently published an article titled “Latino Men and Community College
Environments: Understanding How Belonging, Validation, and Resources Shape
Experience” in the Journal of Applied Research in the Community Colleges. The study
“explored how Latino men at community colleges made sense of their campus environments
and how those experiences influenced the college-going process.” (Journal of Applied
Research in the Community College)
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Ralph Castillo Publishes Article in SA Express News
Castillo’s article discusses Friedrich Nietzsche and his “contributions” to pop music. To
read more, go to
https://www.mysanantonio.com/opinion/commentary/article/Reading-Friedrich-Nietzsche-in-the-age-of-pop14029190.php?utm_campaign=CMS%20Sharing%20Tools%20(Mobile)&utm_source=share-byemail&utm_medium=email

CTN Peer Mentor, Stanfield, Receives Appointment as Chair of African Studies
CTN Peer Mentor Professor John H. Stanfield II from the University of Mauritius has been appointed as the
first SSR Chair of African Studies. The responsibility of the SSR Chair is to bring African and African Diaspora
Studies as a research area and discipline to this furthest east African nation which is located
in the Indian Ocean region. This appointed task will be pursued through
Professor Stanfield
developing and mobilizing a constellation of institutional and
network partnerships in Africa and in Asia and elsewhere around the world to
establish a University of Mauritius based venue for best practice thinking and advocacy in
addressing pressing quality of life problems in Africa and in the Global African Diasporas.
This will be the first appointment of its kind extended to an American on the continent of
Africa.

Save the Date for Palo Alto College’s 10 Years of Celebration
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Opportunities Available! Participants Wanted!
For Students and Staff

Students

Applications Now Open for 2020 Fellows Program
The 2020 Fellows Program application is now open! This program is for Black & Latinx computer
science students who are looking to shatter the structural barriers that keep our communities out of tech.
Join us next summer as part of our 9th cohort of Fellows. Intern at a top tech company and challenge yourself to
engage in racial equity advocacy work. Participate in a series of learning experiences designed to give you the
tools and resources you need to navigate the tech industry, build a lasting career, and advocate for yourself and
your community.
As you may have heard, we're doing things a little differently this year. The application will be open through
July 6, 2019 for a total of 4 weeks. This is the shortest application widow we've ever had. This change allows
us to align with the recruiting cycle of companies, positioning our Fellows to be seen and hired early in the
process. It also removes the stress of having to complete the application during the school year. Learn more about
the 2020 Fellows Program and apply today!

White House Releases Federal Agencies Internship Opportunity Bank
The White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for Hispanics has released its Federal Agencies Internship
Opportunity Bank. This opportunity bank lists internship opportunities from federal agencies across the country.
If you are interested in interning for the federal government, this opportunity bank is a good starting point to see
what each federal agency offers.

Students Share First Year in College Experiences
This summer, the White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for Hispanics is sharing students' experiences
in their first year in college. Their stories can be found here. Each week, a new story will be posted.
• On the Road to College: Exploring and
• Discovering a Personal Journey
•

Taking Chances

Falling into Place

Apprenticeship Programs Open Doors
Work-based learning adds an important new dimension to the education tool kit — one that is engaging for
learners, cost effective for employers, and starts to tackle the problem of rising student loan debt. Apprenticeship
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is an effective way to start high school students and other youth on a career pathway that leads to good wages and
opportunities for advancement.
Learn more about apprenticeships at
https://www.apprenticeship.gov/?utm_content=&utm_medium=email&utm_name=&utm_source=govdelivery&utm_term=

White House Initiative’s Internship Application Available
Are you interested in learning more about education policies affecting Hispanics? The White House Initiative on
Educational Excellence for Hispanics is now accepting applications for its Fall 2019 internship program.
Information on how to apply can be found here. The deadline is Friday, July 19.
Throughout the course of their internships, students will have the opportunity to attend meetings, briefings and
other special events on the Hill, at the White House and in other federal agencies. Group tours and other social
outings also are organized and include locations such as the Library of Congress, White House, U.S. Capitol, and
the Smithsonian Institution museums.

Dept of Ed Announces Fulbright-Hays Group Projects Abroad
Did you know that there is a Department of Education grant that provides overseas training, research, and
curriculum development experiences for U.S. teachers, faculty, and students?
The International and Foreign Language Education (IFLE) office at the U.S. Department of Education is pleased
to announce the opening of the competition for the fiscal year 2019 Fulbright-Hays Group Projects Abroad
(GPA) Program.
The GPA Program provides grants to institutions and private, nonprofit educational entities that organize
programs for K–12 teachers, college students, and faculty to engage in short-term or long-term overseas projects
focused on training, research, and curriculum development in modern foreign languages and area studies. GPA
short-term projects include seminars, curriculum development, and group research or study. GPA longterm projects support advanced intensive overseas programs that focus on languages, the humanities, or social
sciences.
IFLE expects to make 25 new awards totaling $2.7 million under the FY 2019 GPA competition. The application
is now available at www.grants.gov.

Dept of Ed Hopes to Transform FASFA, Improve Customer Service
The U.S. Department of Education took an important next step in fulfilling the promise of Secretary DeVos to
transform the delivery of financial aid for millions of students and their families.
Before an audience of more than 5,000 financial aid professionals assembled for the Federal Student Aid (FSA)
Training Conference, FSA Chief Operating Officer A. Wayne Johnson announced the Next Generation Financial
Services Environment, which will modernize the technology and operational components that support federal
student aid programs from application through repayment. Students, parents, and borrowers will begin seeing
meaningful improvements in the customer experience in 2018, with significant technology and operational
infrastructure changes continuing throughout 2019.
Here are the highlights of the planned improvements:
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Fall 2018 — FAFSA.gov will be integrated into StudentAid.gov, making it easier than ever to apply for financial
aid directly from FSA’s leading web site; this integration will let FAFSA® applicants switch seamlessly between
mobile and web while filling out the application, enabling students and parents to apply for financial aid from
anywhere and on a device of their choosing.
TBD — FSA will consolidate all its customer-facing web sites into a single, user-friendly hub to complement the
new mobile platform and provide a seamless experience from beginning to end.
To learn more about FSA’s new tool visit our site here.

Private Student Loans Sometimes Cover the Gap
Private student loans can cover the gap between what you need for school and any federal student aid you receive,
including grants, loans and work-study pay, as well as how much you can afford to pay toward your school
expenses. This guide explains how private student loans work, their advantages and drawbacks, and what you
should look for when you’re shopping for private student loans. See the guide at
https://loans.usnews.com/student-loans

Form Your Future Offers Free Resources for FAFSA Completion
Form Your Future® is a national campaign from the National College Access Network to increase FAFSA
completion by high school seniors, specifically low-income students and students of color. These students are
less likely to apply for financial aid, even though they could benefit from it most.
The Form Your Future website includes the following free resources to support college access advisers, teachers,
school counselors, and others who assist with FAFSA completion:
• The #FormYourFuture FAFSA Completion Tracker, which displays weekly data about the percentage of
high school students who have completed the FAFSA by state, city, school district, and high school.
• A "How to Fill Out the FAFSA" guide addressing the most common challenges for low-income students.
• Short stories about effective FAFSA completion practices and resources from around the country.
• Social media messages for use in outreach to students.
• A listing of key FAFSA completion resources in each state.
For more information, please visit our blog. If you have any questions about FYF, contact Kelly Mae Ross
(rosskm@collegeaccess.org), NCAN’s communications manager.

Staff
Grant Opportunity for Bringing Together Community Members
Welcoming America, American Immigration Council, and a growing number of national organizations are
working together to help activate America’s welcoming spirit and move us towards a more inclusive future.
Recognizing that it takes all of us working together to strengthen a social norm around inclusion and unleash our
communities’ greatest potential, this long-term campaign will begin by working in three pilot communities that
will test out new collaborations and new strategies that bring together community members from different
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backgrounds in a spirit of a neighbor-helping-neighbor, or Do-It-Together. Pilot communities will receive a sixmonth, $15,000 seed grant; direct coaching and technical assistance; and national recognition for successful
efforts. This opportunity is open to urban, suburban, and rural communities alike. Please click here for a copy of
the full RFP. Proposals are due July 18.

TEXANN Conference Registration Opens July 1st
Get ready for the 2020 Annual TEXAAN Conference, “Navigating the Changing Tides of Academic Advising.”
This year the conference will be held at the Pearl, South Padre Island. Conference registration opens July 1st.

Accelerating Latino Student Success (ALASS) Institute Occurs in October
The ALASS Institute is a day-long Institute that provides the opportunity to learn from innovative professionals,
share effective institutional strategies, powerful analysis, and exchange experiences using results-oriented
solutions to accelerating Latino student success.
The featured session at the Leadership Luncheon is the “Role of Institutional Leaders for Latino Student
Success.” Colleges and universities serve as the training ground for the future workforce and civic leadership of
this country. During this year’s ALASS Leadership Luncheon leaders will share their perspectives about
intentionally shaping campus learning environments to better SERVE Latino students while preparing all
students to thrive in 2020 and beyond. Speakers include
Irma Becerra, President, Marymount University
Monte Perez, President, Los Angeles Mission College
Diana Natalicio, President, The University of Texas at El Paso
Moderator: Sarita Brown, President, Excelencia in Education
EARLY BIRD RATE ENDS SOON

Report Provides Best Practices for Financial Literacy
On June 14, the U.S. Department of the Treasury released a report on behalf of the Financial Literacy and
Education Commission (FLEC). The report, Best Practices for Financial Literacy and Education at Institutions
of Higher Education, provides recommendations for higher education institutions to deliver effective financial
literacy education and resources to help students make informed decisions and avoid pitfalls associated with
financing education. Read more.

Report presents “The Condition of Education 2019”
On May 22, the National Center for Education Statistics released The Condition of Education 2019, a
congressionally mandated report to the country on education in America today. The report presents 48 indicators
under four areas: pre-primary, elementary, and secondary education; postsecondary education; population
characteristics and economic outcomes; and international comparisons.
For a snapshot of key information, check out the “At a Glance” and “Highlights” links.
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Dept. of Education Releases HSIs Grant Opportunities
The Department has released two funding opportunities for Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs).
•
•

Developing Hispanic-Serving Institutions Program: The deadline to apply for this program is July 15.
Promoting Postbaccalaureate Opportunities for Hispanic Americans Program: The deadline to apply for
this program is July 26.

More information on HSIs grant programs can be found here.

TX Public Higher Education Almanac Highlights Progress Toward 60x30TX Goals
The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) launched its ninth annual Texas Public Higher
Education Almanac today as part of the agency’s efforts to promote transparency and accountability among
Texas public institutions of higher education. The 2019 Almanac provides higher education facts and
performance data that allow users to compare Texas public higher education institutions. The data provide a
snapshot of Texas’ progress in achieving goals of the state’s higher education plan, 60x30TX. The Almanac
draws from data in the agency’s accountability system -- long recognized as a “best practice” national model for
higher education performance data. “The 2019 Higher Education Almanac shows where we stand today in
meeting the 60x30TX goals,” said Commissioner of Higher Education Raymund Paredes. “As the data on
developmental education and college readiness starkly demonstrate, Texas has some tough numbers to
overcome if the state is to reach our goals. But there is ample justification for optimism. The Texas legislature is
considering major reforms for K-12 education that would significantly improve college readiness and encourage
more high school graduates to enroll in our public colleges and universities. For all our challenges, Texas is on
track to achieve the goals of 60x30TX.” The THECB and the Texas Higher Education Foundation would like to
thank all those who dedicated their time, effort and resources to produce this year’s almanac. Investment in both
the almanac and the 60x30TX.com website reflects a continued commitment to help ensure data-driven policy
discussions and decisions in Texas.

Institute on Project-Based Learning Draws on 40 Years of Experience
The Institute on Project-Based Learning will be held at Worcester Polytechnic Institute on Tuesday, June 18, through
Friday, June 21. The Institute on Project-Based Learning draws on over 40 years of experience integrating projectbased initiatives into undergraduate education including classroom projects in a wide range of disciplines, projects
in the first year, major capstone projects, and community-based projects. Project-based learning offers students
real-world opportunities to research issues, think critically, gain new perspectives, solve problems, and develop
written and oral communication skills all within the framework of a team environment and guided by engaged
and involved faculty.
The institute is designed for faculty and administrators from a wide variety of institutions—including public,
private, liberal arts, STEM, community colleges, and research universities—who are interested in learning about
project education and advancing plans to integrate learnings into their own undergraduate curricula.
Download the 2019 brochure.
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NCAN National Conference to Be Held in September
This year’s conference takes place Sept. 16 -18 in Indianapolis, IN. The major topics of discussion will be:
• Equity and Opportunity
• Postsecondary Access and Readiness
• Student Success in Postsecondary Education
• Policy and Advocacy
• Connecting College and Career Success
• Data into Practice
• Financial Aid and Literacy
• Management, Leadership, and Organizational

Strategy
For a detailed description of each topic, as well as this year’s hot topics, click here. Conference sessions will be
presented in two formats: effective practice sessions and world café sessions. Click here to learn more about
these two formats.

New Curriculum Available for Instructors
Everyone Can Create teaches students to develop and communicate ideas through video, photography, music,
and drawing. And it gives teachers fun and meaningful ways to bring these skills into any lesson, topic, or
assignment. Check it out at https://www.apple.com/education/everyone-can-create/

U.S. Department of Education Grant Calls for Grant Applications
The U.S. Department of Education issued a call for applications for the following grant program:
•

•

Open Textbooks Pilot Program supports projects at institutions of higher education (IHEs) that create
new open textbooks or expand their use of open textbooks while maintaining or improving instruction
and student learning outcomes.
Cybersecurity Educational Technology Upgrades for Community Colleges Pilot Program supports
projects at IHEs that provide technological upgrades for cybersecurity education programs at community
colleges.

U of Wisconsin-Whitewater Fellowship Program Seeks Applications
The University of Wisconsin-Whitewater Inclusive Excellence Fellowship Program seeks applications from
scholars, artists and educators who can contribute significantly to UW-Whitewater’s Inclusive Excellence
initiatives. The IE Fellowship Program supports the university’s commitment to fostering greater understanding
of individual, societal and group differences at every level of university life. Fellows play a crucial role in
intentionally integrating those differences into the core aspects of the institution. The Fellowship Program offers
a unique opportunity to work in a university environment that is committed to creating learning environments in
which students of all backgrounds can thrive, and one that demands that the ideals of inclusion, equity, diversity
and excellence be pursued as interconnected and interdependent goals. The Fellowship Program is open to all
individuals who are academic or creative professionals and who have completed a terminal degree within the last
five years or who will have completed a terminal degree by the beginning of fall classes. "All but dissertation"
candidates will be considered on a case-by-case basis; for ABD Fellows, degree completion requirements will be
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outlined at the time offer. Applicants must be able to demonstrate a commitment to their academic field as well
as a commitment to the principles of inclusive excellence. For more information go to
http://www.uww.edu/diversity/inclusive-excellence-fellowship-program

Texas Affordable Baccalaureate Grant Program Requests Proposals
The College for All Texans Foundation is soliciting proposals from Texas postsecondary institutions to develop
and implement new Texas Affordable Baccalaureate (TAB) programs. The TAB is an innovative model and bold
solution for many challenges facing higher education. First-generation, underprepared, low-income, and working
adult students, all part of higher education’s “new normal,” need non-traditional and affordable postsecondary
options. The TAB program is designed to deliver just that. Through a combination of competency-based and
traditional courses, online and in-person instruction, and alternative low-cost tuition structures, TAB offers an
accessible bachelor’s degree that can save students thousands of dollars and semesters of time.
Visit the College For All Texans Foundation web page for more information on how to submit a proposal for
funding https://college4texans.org/tab/

Opportunities for Fully Funded Masters and PhD Scholarships
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Ascender-Professional Development Opportunities

The following professional development opportunities highlight Ascnder and funding opportunities, conference
opportunities, and information for theory, research and practice. I encourage you to forward any information that
would provide wonderful opportunities to our team or students by emailing me at stacy.ybarra@catchthenext.org.
Thank You,
Stacy Ybarra Evans
Catch The Next
Staff Opportunities
Date
6/18/2018

Activity
Presentation
Opportunity

Activity Description
NISOD Presentation
https://www.nisod.org/forms/proposal/

6/18/2018

Call for
Proposals

Student Leadership Institute
Call for Proposals
https://orgsync.com/171665/news_posts/287341

6/18/2018

Webinar

AASHE Webinars
http://www.aashe.org/calendar/

6/18/2018

Fellowship

AAHHE Fellowship Application
https://www.aahhe.org/Programs/GradStudent.aspx

6/18/2018

Reading
Material
Reading
Material

NISOD Teaching Critical Thinking Article
https://www.nisod.org/workshops/winterville-north-carolina/
What is Blended Learning
https://blog.softchalk.com/what-is-blended-learning-and-why-itmatters?utm_campaign=General&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&u
tm_content=63580811&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_uAe6j4PpA6Zr4jlynd4sJ1IWvRxyOb_NPSz_PdgzTQD5_EUsiUUYtKB1CHtZ1yfDot-j_fJQksRIsrxmu4BnVoqVA&_hsmi=63580811

Professional
Development
Opportunity

UT Austin Texas Civic Ambassadors Program
https://moody.utexas.edu/centers/strauss/new-politics-forum/texas-civicambassadors-program

6/18/2018

Internship
Opportunity

Student Opportunities
HACU Fall Interns
https://www.hacu.net/NewsBot.asp?MODE=VIEW&ID=2927

6/18/2018

Scholarship

Texas Armed Forces Scholarship

6/18/2018

6/18/2018
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https://t.co/nHEZ4O6Yed
6/18/2018

Internship

Student Internship - NPR
https://t.co/IkMM1uyHN9

6/18/2018

Scholarship

6/18/2018

Scholarship

Texas Desalination Association Scholarship
https://t.co/BgUZbCqdv9
GRAD Scholarship
https://t.co/yNZBF2IZz6

_______________________________________________

Catch the Next Program Partners
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Catch the Next Colleges

South Texas College
Mid Valley Campus, Weslaco
Pecan Campus, McAllen
Starr Campus, Rio Grande City
Alamo Colleges, San Antonio
Palo Alto College
Northeast Lakeview College
San Antonio College
Austin Community College, Austin
Highland Campus
Riverside Campus
Hays Campus
South Campus
Round Rock Campus

About Our Newsletter
A publication by Catch the Next Inc., for its Ascender Scholars
Submissions are welcomed. Please send all information to:
Dr. Maria Chavez, Editor in Chief or Debra McBeath, Editor.
Alfredo Torres, Assistant Editor
Submissions: maria.chavez@catchthenext.org
debra.mcbeath@catchthenext.org

Contributors: Stacy Ybarra, CTN; Lydia Cdebaca; CTN.
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“The opinions expressed in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Greater Texas
Foundation, or any director, officer or employee thereof.”
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